[January Whenever possible, one tries to improve (a) to (a') \R{x)\ Ú Cgix), with a known constant C; and (b) to (b')i?(x) = Q±(/*W), or even to the stronger statement (b") For all C^C0 (C0>0, a computable constant), the two inequalities Rix) > Ch{x) and Rix) < -Chix) hold each on a (naturally, different) A'-set (or Z-set). In order to simplify the writing, we shall often abbreviate a statement like (b") by Rix)^ ±Chix).
Returning for a moment to Tchebycheff's assertion, its most naïve interpretation (which need not be that of Tchebycheff) is equivalent to the statement that (*) tt(x;4, 3)-7r(x;4, 1) ä 0
holds at least for all sufficiently large x. Here, and in what follows, -n{x; k, a) stands for the number of primes p S x, satisfying p = a (mod k).
Hardy and Littlewood have shown (see [4] ) that (*) is false. In fact, if we denote the first member of (*) by Rix), then Hardy and Littlewood have proved(2) that there exists a C > 0, such that Rix) ^ ± Cx112 log log log x/log x, each inequality being verified on an A'-set. This result of comparative prime number theory is formulated here in the form (b") above and illustrates the previous assertion that the results of comparative prime number theory can be formulated as statements concerning oscillations of arithmetical functions.
2. Historic survey. Some important Q-theorems were obtained almost immediately after the proof of the Prime Number Theorem. Among these one may quote, for instance, the following :
In 1898, E. Phragmén [26] proved a conjecture of Tchebycheff stating that to every S > 0 there exists an A-set on which IM*; 4, 3)-tt(x;4, l)}*"1'2 log a--1| < 8.
In 1899, J. L. W. V. Jensen [10] asserts that w(»-li x = 0(x1,2-£), where 7r(x) = 2psx 1 and li x -¡x2 (log^)"1 dy. No proof is offered by Jensen. (It may be worthwhile to recall also that in the same paper one finds the assertion that the author has proven the Riemann hypothesis.)
In 1901, H. von Koch shows (see [21] and [22] ) that, on the Riemann hypothesis, ■nix) -li x=Oix112 log x). This result is used by E. Schmidt (see [29] ), who proves the following: Let £(j) = 2"=i n~s is=a+it, a> 1), be the Riemann zeta function, define 0 = sup {o\ t.{o+it) =0} and set /o(x) = 2pms* ™~1 = 2mSi m~itr{xllm); then, for all A < 0, and arbitrarily large constant C> 0,fo{x) -li x% ± Cxx, each inequality (2) [4] contains only a sketch of the proof, which does not seem to have ever been published in full by Hardy and Littlewood. holding on some A'-set ; furthermore, each of the inequalities /0(x)-lix^ ±(l/29)jc1/a(logjc)-1 holds on an A'-set.
In his important paper [23] of 1905, among many other results Landau gives also a proof of the fact that setting T(x) = 2PSx log p, both inequalities Y(x) -x ^ 0 hold on Assets. While this statement is essentially equivalent to one of E. Schmidt, Landau's proof is noteworthy on account of his method.
In 1914, Littlewood ([25] ; see also [4] ) proved the important result that there exists a positive constant C, such that both inequalities Y(jc) -x £ ± Cx112 log log log x hold, each on an A'-set, or, with an obvious notation, W(x) -x = Q:t(x1,2 log3 x); equivalently, -nix) -li x = Q. ± (x1,2(log x) ~ l log3 x).
In 1930, Pólya [27] gave a lower bound for the number of sign changes Wiy) of Y(x)-x, when x runs through the interval l^x^v, as follows: with L{s) and 6 defined as before, let P = {s= 9+it | m « 0};
if P= 0 (0=the empty set), set y=+oo, otherwise y = minfl+i(sP |i|. Then lim supj^ oo w( v)/iog y=y 3-3. Purpose and summary of the paper. In spite of these and other successes, until recently the general progress in this field was rather slow, as pointed out in [11, p. 299] . Also, each problem was usually handled by methods tailored specifically for its solution. The situation changed when Turan proved his important theorem (see [32] ), giving upper and lower bounds for sums of the form 2ñ-i anzl, where an are fixed numerical constants, zn are given complex numbers and where v may be selected within certain ranges. It turned out that this "new method in analysis" permits a systematic treatment of a large range of oscillation problems. In particular, it permits to prove localization theorems, i.e., to determine not only whether a certain function Rix) changes sign for arbitrarily large values of x (that is, on an A'-set), but also to find lower bounds for the frequency of sign changes and upper bounds for the first change of sign.
It was perhaps due to the success of this method, that other approaches to this complex of problems have been somewhat neglected. It is the purpose of this paper to indicate one such alternative approach, based on ideas that go back to Landau [23] and Pólya [27] . The method has already been used occasionally in the study of specific problems (besides Landau and Pólya, see especially Ingham [9] ), but, as far as I know, not for a large variety of problems and, in particular, not in connection with comparative prime number theorems. The present method is weaker than Turán's method, as far as localization theorems are concerned, but it has the advantage of an almost automatic application. Therefore, while many results obtained in this paper are already known, and many of the others could be obtained, presumably, also by Turán's method, there is some hope that the present approach will permit generalizations to situations where the "new method in analysis" is not directly applicable and not easy to be made effective. On the other hand, even in the proof of known results, the esthetic appeal due to the simplicity and the unified approach of the present method seems to justify its use.
The theorems and corollaries needed are listed in §4. § §5 and 6 contain the general scheme for the proofs of oscillation theorems by the present method and some comments. In §7 the method is used to obtain the (known) oscillation theorems for ¥"(*) -x, /0 ix) -li x and -nix) -li x. §8 discusses the bearing of the present method on some conjectures known by the names of Mertens, Pólya and Turan. § §9 and 10 contain two (possibly new) results concerning íí-theorems, for the oscillations of the functions Six) = J^néx2^n\ and S,m(x) = 2*g* c"(m), where ">(«) = 2*/« 1 and cn(m)=2(fc,n)-i;kmodnexp(2w/fc»i/«) (Ramanujan sum), respectively. § §11 to 14 treat some problems of comparative prime number theory, such as the oscillations of the differences foix; k, a)-f0ix; k, b) and -nix; k, a) -nix; k, b); here -rrix; k, a) has been defined before and/0(x; k, a) = '£'"'<>¿x.p<« = a(moik) w"1. Finally, in §15 it is shown that for certain values of A:, the difference ir{x; k, a) --rrix; k, b) indeed changes its sign infinitely often.
Some theorems and corollaries.
Theorem A (Landau [23] ). Let fix) be real and positive for real x^x0 and suppose that J™0/Wx"s dx has the finite abscissa of convergence 0; then the function Fis) represented for o> 0 by the integral, has a singularity at s=0. Corollary A. If Fis) = jx°0fix)x~s ds, with fix) as in Theorem A, the integral being convergent in some half-plane and Fis) is holomorphic for o>0, but not in any halj'-plane o> 0 -s with e>0, and if furthermore s=0 is a point of regularity for Fis), then fix) changes sign at all points of an infinite set X={xn}, with limn_"o xn = +00 (i.e., at all points of an X-set).
The corollary is stated in almost the same terms in [27] and follows immediately from the theorem.
Theorem B (Pólya [27] ). Suppose that J\x) and Fis) are as in Corollary A ; furthermore, suppose that e0>0 is such that Fis) is meromorphic for o^0 -eo. Denote by P the ipossibly empty) set of poles s=0 + it of Fis), of abscissa o=0; set y = mine+iteP \t\ if Pj=0, y=+oo if'P=0. Then Wiy) = 2Xntky,Xnsx 1 satisfies liirij^» sup Wiy)¡\ogy^y¡iT, where X is the X-set of sign changes of fix).
Remark. If y = 0, Theorem B asserts nothing and if y ^0, Corollary A guarantees the existence of the A-set of sign changes.
It has been pointed out repeatedly in the literature (see, e.g., [8] or [11] ) that Pólya's proof of Theorem B in [27] contains a gap. Actually, the gap affects only the case y= +oo, which is rarely invoked. However, the statement of the theorem is correct(3) even if y = +co.
Theorem C (see [3] ). Let f(x) be real for realx^x0 and satisfy also the following condition: j™of(x)x~sdx converges for o^o0 and represents there a function F(s), holomorphic for o>6 and with limCT^<,+ F(o) = +co. If there exists a t0¥^0 such that (1) lim sup \F(o + it0)IF(o)\ = a, with a > 1, a->9 + then f(x) changes signs at all points of an X-set; the same conclusion holds if a= 1, provided that also
It is sometimes convenient to reformulate Theorem C. As a motivation, let us observe that if/(x) satisfies certain additional conditions of regularity, then much more is actually true. If we set f0(x)=f(x)x'a for x^x0, fa(x) = 0 for 0^x<x0, v = log x and eyfa(ey)=gc(y), then F(o + it) = \Z«, g"(v) exp (-iyt) dy, the Fourier transform ofg"(.y). If, for instance ga(y) eL(-co, + oo) then lim^^ F(o + it) = 0 by the Riemann-Lebesgue theorem; if, furthermore, also go(v)^0 (but not gCT(v) = 0 a.e.), then limt-.» F(o + it)IF(o) = 0. The present situation is, of course, not quite the same. Indeed, the functions ga(y) that we shall want to consider are not, in general, Lebesgue integrable over (-oo, +oo), at least not for o=9; they also fail to be either continuous, or monotonie (these properties are used to prove strong versions of Theorem C; see [3] ). For these reasons, it does not seem likely that Theorem C could be replaced by a simple and at the same time much stronger statement. Let us consider, however, the following Definition(4). Let h(o) be a positive, real-valued function, defined for o> 6. Let T={tn} be a (finite, or infinite) set of real numbers. Let f(x) and F(s) be defined as in Theorem C, f(x) satisfying the condition of the theorem. Then we shall say that (x) belongs to the class KhyT if the conditions
for all tneT imply that fix) changes signs on an X-set. With this terminology and denoting the function h(o) = 1 simply by 1, Theorem C becomes:
Theorem Ci. All functions f(x) satisfying the conditions of Theorem C belong to the class K1Ato). C (see [3] ). Let fix) satisfy the condition of Theorem C; then fix) changes signs on an X-set, provided that Fis) shows any of the following types of behavior :
(i) Fis) has a pole at s = o + it it¥= 0), while lim0-,fl+ (<r -0)F(a) = 0; (ii) Fis) has a pole at s = o-\-it and a pole of lower order at s = a\ (iii) Fis) has poles of equal orders at s = o + it and at s = o, with principal parts 2n = i ûnfa-0-it)~n and2S = i ¿>"((7-0)~n, respectively, with an = bnfor g^nèk and \ag-x\ > |è9-i|, where 2^g^k-1 andg=k+l means \ak\ > \bk\; (iv) Fis) = cx log (s-0)~1 + c2 logis-0 -/f)_1 + ^(í), with <j>is) holomorphic for ctïï 0 and with r#0, cx, c2 real and \c2\ > \cx\.
Theorem D (see [3] ). Let fix) be real for x^x0 and suppose that the integral j™0fix)x~sdx converges at least in some half-plane o^o0 and represents there a function Fis) with the following properties:
(i) Fis) is holomorphic for o> 0, but not in any half-plane o> 0 -e with e>0; (ii) there exists a denumerable set S={sn -on-\-itn} without finite limit point, satisfying 0 -eo<an^0 for some e0>0 and such that Fis) can be continued as a meromorphic function in the open set D, obtained from the half-plane o>0 -eo by making the cuts s = o + itn, 0 -eo<o¿on; (iii) for s^sn iseD),
where Fn(i) is holomorphic at s = sn and Pniu) 's a polynomial in u, of {effective) degree kn, with Oíkkní=k-\, where k is an integer depending only on Fis) (/«particular, k is independent ofn).
Let Px={sm = om + itm} be the set of poles of Fis) with 0 -eo<om^0 and denote by P the ipossibly empty) set {s=0 + it | sePx u S} of singularities of Fis) on the line o-0. Set y = minseP \t\ ifP^ 0, y= +°o otherwise. Then, if y ^0, fix) changes signs on an X-set with a counting function rViy) = ~2iXnEX;x0Sx"éy 1 that satisfies limsup^oo Wiy)¡\ogy^y¡ir.
5. The method of proof. Let an be a sequence of complex numbers such that the Dirichlet series fis) = 2™= i onn's has a finite abscissa of convergence a0. Let also Six) = J¡n<xanforx^Z + , Sim) = 2n< m #n + \am for m e Z +. In order to simplify the writing, we set Si» = 2ns* an, the prime indicating that if x is integral, the last term of the sum enters with the coefficient \. This convention will be adhered to throughout the remainder of the paper. With this definition of Six) one has (see [31, pp. (3) i"1/(j) = j* Sixfr--1 dx, the integral being convergent for a^<70. In many cases the integral in (2) can be estimated by moving the line of integration to the left, while taking into account the residues of the integrand. In this way, S(x)=g(x) + R( holds on some A'-set, for arbitrarily large (but constant) C > 0 ; if also Theorems B or D applies, one gets also the corresponding refinement Wiy) = Q(log y) for the respective Assets.
6. Remarks and comments, (a) It is clear that the success of the method depends in an essential way on the existence of properly complex (i.e., nonreal) singularities of F(s). One may observe that the Mellin transforms of the real valued functions g(x) and h(x) will not furnish these, so that the method fails, unless/(s) = 2"= x ann~s itself has such singularities. There are nontrivial situations, when this is not the [January of problems, in particular in those connected with the distribution of primes, the complex singularities exist, although, sometimes, the proof of their existence is nontrivial (see §11, Theorem E). In problems involving the distribution of primes, these singularities are furnished by the zeros of the Riemann (or more general) zeta functions, or of L-functions.
(b) In this connection it may be worthwhile to point out the following difference between O-theorems and O-theorems, as far as the role played by the Riemann (and similar) hypothesis is concerned. In the proof of theorems of the type R(x) = 0(g(x)), where R(x) depends on the distribution of primes, the assumption of the RH (Riemann hypothesis) permits one to obtain strong statements, with relatively simple proofs. But these statements are not theorems-at least not until the RH will have been proven. On the other hand, under the assumption 0=1, one is in general able to prove only more modest statements and the proofs become more difficult. But now the results are valid unconditionally, because it is usually easy to show that if R(x) = 0(g(x)) in case 8=1, then the same statement holds a fortiori if Ö < 1.
In the case of fí-theorems, the opposite is true. It is easy (often trivial) to show that R(x) has large oscillations if 8= 1, but such results are not theorems-at least not until it may have been shown that 6=1. The proofs become more difficult and the statements more modest, when one assumes that 0<\, and especially if one assumes the RH, i.e., that 6=1/2. On the other hand, if under the assumption 0=1/2 one can prove that R(x) has "large" oscillations, then one can usually show quite easily that this remains a fortiori true if 6> 1/2. 7. Some classical results. In this section the method will be illustrated by a few applications that yield essentially known results, in a unified, systematic way. Remarks.
1. If 0=1, then y= +oo; if 0=1/2, y= 14.13-• ■ ; if 1/2< 0< 1, then the value of y is not known, but y> 10,000 (see [24] ). 2. Observing that T(n + 0) -n -(Yin + 1 -0) -(w + 1)) = 1 and that
for « sufficiently large, it follows that one may chose for each inequality A'-sets consisting of natural integers, i.e., Z-sets. Similar reasonings apply in many cases and will not be repeated each time the corresponding results are indicated. 3. As already stated, the particular case C=0 is due to Pólya [27] and was the immediate reason for proving Theorem B. In case P is empty, the present method yields nothing better than the second member of (5). However, if P ^ 0, then 0<y< +00, so that Theorem C and its corollary apply and we obtain Theorem 2. If TV 0, then there exists a constant C0 > 0, such that for C < C0, each of the two inequalities This unconditional result is due essentially to E. Schmidt [29] , who established it with the constant 1/29. One observes that Theorems 2 and 2' give no information concerning Wiy). While Theorem 2 cannot be improved substantially if 0i=\\2 (see [2] ), Theorem 2' is weaker than Littlewood's [25] quoted result:
One observes that Littlewood's result would follow, if Theorem C could be improved, by replacing the first member of (1) Plix-x-1¿x = í x-^jrOogjO-^vjdx
and that the latter integral is equal to
Ju-uica UTi J For A < 0, (4') shows that Theorems A and B are applicable and yield the following result :
Theorem 3. For every couple: C>0, e>0, the inequalities:
hold, each on a Z-set with corresponding counting function W/(v) = 0(log y).
If P= 0, the method yields no more; but if P=¿ 0, Corollary C(iv) yields: Theorem 4. IfP^0, then the inequalities (6') /oM-li* ^ iCtf/log* hold each on a Z-set, provided that C<supoeP \kp¡p\, k" being the multiplicity of the zero p=0 + it of ris).
Theorems B and D are not applicable, so that nothing follows for the order of magnitude of Wiy).
If, in particular, the RH holds, then P# 0, sup^p \kPlp\^ \px\ _1X 1/14.14-• • and one may take in (6') 0=1/2, C=2/29, say. This yields Theorem 4'. The inequalities /0(x)-li x^ ±{2¡29)xm log x hold each on a Z-set.
This theorem (due with the smaller constant 1/29 to E. Schmidt), holds unconditionally, because if 0# 1/2, much more follows from Theorem 3.
As before, one may observe that if 0/1/2, then Theorem 4 cannot be improved substantially (see [2] ); but, if 0=1/2, Littlewood's result ([25] ; see also [4] ) foi*) -li x=Q±ix112 log3 x/logx) is stronger, does not follow from Theorems C or Ci, but is a consequence of Conjecture 1.
(c) If we replace/oOc) by nix)+M*1'2) + Oí*1'3)=ir(x)+x1/2/log x+o(x1,2/log x), it follows from (6) and (6') that the corresponding results hold also if/0(x) is replaced by nix), provided that <M 1/2. Hence one obtains If 0=1/2 then (6') leads to the two inequalities nix) -li x> -(C+l)x1,2/logx, and nix) -li x < (C-l)x1,2/log x, respectively, each holding on a Z-set. If one could take here a value for C> 1, it would still follow that both inequalities nix) -li x^O hold on A'-sets; but, as seen, the method yields only C>2/29, insufficient for this purpose. The result, of course, follows easily from Littlewood's theorem. In order to obtain it by the present method, it would be sufficient to improve (in the particular case of the present integrand) Theorem Cx to read as follows : Conjecture 2. 77ie two functions f0{x) -li x ± x1,2/log x belong to the class 7vi5,r0-Conjecture 2 is, of course, much weaker than Conjecture 1.
8. The conjectures of Mertens, Pólya and Turan.
(a) With an=pin), the Möbius function, and Af(x) = 2nSx pin), one obtains /(s) = 2n°=i pin)n~s = ris)~1 and, taking h{x)=xx, (4) specializes to Fis) = (sÉCs^-Cíí-A)-1 = i" {Mix)-Cxx}x-S~1dx.
[January With A < 6, Theorems A and B apply and yield :
Theorem 6. For arbitrary constants C>0, e>0, the inequalities (7) Mix) £ ±C3~£
hold each on Z-sets with counting functions W(y) = ü(log v).
The proof follows exactly the outline of §5, leading to A'-sets ; these are recognized to be actually Z-sets, because a change from M(x)<CxB~e to M(x)>CxB~e can take place only when the continuous variable x takes an integral value.
If, in particular, 0/ 1/2, then (7) holds for some exponent 6-e> 1/2 and arbitrarily large C, and one obtains It follows (as well known) that Mertens hypothesis implies both, the RH and the simplicity of all nontrivial zeros. Even in that case the inequalities (7') still hold on Z-sets, but our Theorems C and Cx permit us to infer this only for C< sup \pVip)\ ~1. From (7) it follows that suplpHp)!"1^ |Pl£'0>i)|-1S.0892---. [January not true, as has been shown by Haselgrove [6] . In an attempt to prove Haselgrove's result one may observe that it follows amply from Corollary 8, if 8j¿ 1/2. If 6= 1/2, then iV 0 and, taking C=0 in (4"), Corollary C(ii) leads to S{x)^0 on Assets, provided that l{s) has at least one multiple zero. It follows that the truth of Pólya's conjecture would have implied both, the RH and the simplicity of all zeros of the Riemann zeta function. Assuming these most stringent conditions, Corollary C(iii) would still lead to S{x) ^ 0 on Assets, provided that [7] ; the data from these tables make it almost certain that one actually has an equality here). Consequently, Theorems C and Q, as they stand, are insufficient for the proof of Haselgrove's result ; an improvement by a factor of 4 would, however, suffice. Hence, Haselgrove's disproof of the Pólya conjecture follows from Conjecture 4. Six)eKitTo.
(c) Let an = A(n)/« and T(x) = 2nSx A(«)/n; then f(s) = 2 imin)n-° = £(2í+2)/£(j+1) n = l and the reasonings parallel entirely those under (b). Therefore, it should be sufficient to record the results informally :
The inequalities T(x) + x1,2/£(l/2)^ ±Cx"1,2-£ hold on Assets with Wiy) = Q(log>>), so that one may suspect that T(x) is predominantly positive. The statement " T(x) = 0 for x^ 1," sometimes called the Turan conjecture, has been disproven by Haselgrove [6] . Just as before, one easily shows (using the present particular case of (4)) that each of the inequalities T{x) % 0 holds on an A'-set, provided that either 8 ± 1 ¡2, or if 6 = 1 ¡2, that there exists a multiple zero p = l/2+it of £(i). To draw the same conclusion in case the RH holds and all zeros of £(j) are simple, Corollary C(iii) would require that R2 = suppeP |Res{(2í+2)/j£(í+l)}s=/)_1| be larger than |Res{£(2j+2)/i£(s+l)}s=_i/2| = K(l/2)|-1. From the functional equation of the Riemann zeta function it follows that, under the RH, \p\ = \p-l\ so that R2 = Ry and from here on the situation is identical with that under (b); in particular, Conjecture 4 would dispose of the Turan conjecture, while Theorems C and Cx are insufficient (by a factor 4) to accomplish this.
Remark. While Pólya and Turan have drawn conclusions from the quoted "conjectures," there is no indication that either of them ever conjectured that these were actually true-and in time both statements were disproven. On the other hand, Mertens, presumably, believed that \M{x)\ z¡ \/x and this conjecture (although unlikely to hold) has not yet been disproven. Fis) is holomorphic for <r> 1 and also at s= 1, and is meromorphic in the whole (finite) complex plane, with poles at s=0, -1, -2,... and s=p/2 (p being the zeros of ds)). Using Theorems A, B, C and their corollaries, one now obtains from (4") in a straightforward way the following theorems.
Theorem 11. For every couple of constants C>0, e>0, each of the inequalities S(x)-g(x)= 2' 2»<">-67r-2x(log;t + 2*-l-2C(2)/£(2)) £ ±Cx<"2-£ AoWi o« a Z-sei wiï/ï W( v) = Ll(log y). Taking successively A<0 and A = 0 and considering the alternatives ö> 1/2 and 0=1/2, one obtains, using Theorems A, B, and C and Corollary C, the following theorems.
Theorem 13. For every couple of constants C>0, e>0, each of the inequalities Smix)^ ±Cx"-E holds on a Z-set with Wiy) = üi\ogy). Observing that if the RH holds, then P^ 0, and if the RH fails, then the result (and much more) follows from Theorem 13, it is seen that the following corollary holds unconditionally. he sum function 5(x) = T(x; k, a) -*F(x; k, b) measures in some sense the difference between the number of primes p^x that belong to each of the two arithmetic progressionsp = a (mod k) andpsb (mod k), respectively. In this sense, the present problem is one of comparative prime number theory and has recently been studied as such by Knapowski and Turan, in a sequence of papers (see [11] to [18] ; also the recently appeared [19] and [20] ). The present results should be compared with those obtained by them.
In the present case, (3) reads
where it is sufficient to sum only over the set of characters K={x \ xia)^xi°)}', this, in particular, eliminates the necessity of considering the principal character There are two main difficulties which until recently prevented the use of the present method for the problem on hand. These have been discussed in detail in [11, pp. 305-306] . The first one is the fact, that it is not obvious a priori that, for an arbitrary admissible triplet ik, a, b), Gis) possesses the (properly) complex singularities, which are required for the success of the method, as seen in §6,(a). This difficulty has been overcome and the following theorem has been proven in [1] : , continuous and h(x) having at most bounded discontinuities. It follows that, for x=p=a (mod A:), the left-hand side has a discontinuity equal to logx, while the right-hand side has at most a bounded discontinuity; this contradiction proves the assertion, which may be stated as Theorem E'. Theorem E remains valid, if one replaces the inequality 0zi<r< 1 by l/2^a<l. Let 8k = 8k(a, ¿>) = sup {o \ G(o + ity1 = 0, t^O) and set, as before,
the possibility P= 0 is not ruled out. Let also 2 = {oy, o2,..., ar} stand for the (possibly empty) set of poles of G(s) on the real axis and with 8k ^ a, < 1. The second of the difficulties mentioned in [11] is the possibility that Z# 0. In order to avoid it, in [11] to [18] the consideration is often restricted to those integers k, for which the following condition holds: Condition H (of Haselgrove). An integer k is said to verify Condition H, if there exists a positive A = A(k) such that L(s, x)#0 for 0<ct<1, \t\^A(k) and all x mod k.
In what follows we shall find that the following condition (formally weaker, but, presumably, equally difficult to verify) will be sufficient for our purpose.
Condition Hx. An admissible triplet (k, a, b) is said to satisfy Condition Hl5 or to belong to the class Hx (written ik, a, b) e Hx) if and only if the corresponding set E is empty.
If c¡ are the residues of the poles o¡ e S and C is an arbitrary real number, then from (3') immediately follows Fis) = 0{i)-2 cAs-a^-ds-X)-1
Let A < 0 ( = 0k) ; then it follows from the definitions of S and c; that F{s) is holomorphic for o>0 (where 0^1/2, by Theorem E'), but not in any half-plane o>0-e (oO) and also holomorphic at s=0. Theorems A and B are, therefore, applicable. Here, as above, in listing the results we shall suppress, for simplicity, any mention of the integer k, whenever this can be done without danger of confusion. The sum is finite, because 7r(x1,m; k, allm)>0 only for mi logx/log2. As before, the integer k being kept fixed, its mention as subscript, or argument will be suppressed, whenever this is possible without danger of confusion. Also, any congruence without indication of the modulus is to be understood modulo k. For future reference it is convenient to recall a well-known lemma. Let «(A:, a) be the number of solutions of the congruence x2 = a (mod k), distinct mod k, and write nik) for nik, 1). For (a, k) = l, define the symbol of quadratic residuacy The statement is trivial if a is a nonresidue, when n(k, a) = 8(a)=0 and, if a is a quadratic residue mod k, the proof reduces to a verification that n(k, a) is the same for all quadratic residues a.
Returning now to f0(x, a), it follows from (9) that f0(x,a) = 7r(x,a) + \ 2 "(*1/2>c)+ 2 m'1"(3lm,allm).
c2 = a më3
The last term satisfies 0 £ m-Mx1'3) z% n(x113) log (log x/log 2) 3SmSlogxl\og2 = 0(xll3(log x)"1 log log x) = o(x113).
Next, by the Walfish-Paige theorem (see, e.g., [28, p. 138 
Consequently, Mx, a) = 7r(x, a)+ \ ¿r H*1'2) T 1 + 0(x112 exp (-a log1'2 x)) and, finally, using the preceding lemma, If an admissible triplet ik, a, b) has £= 0 (as is certainly the case, e.g., for k = 4), so that (see Theorem 20) /0(x, a) -/0(x, b) oscillates more or less symmetrically around zero, then (11) shows in what quite precise sense there are more primes in a progression of quadratic nonresidues, than in one of quadratic residues, bearing out Tchebycheff's assertion concerning primes p = 3 (mod 4) and p=\ (mod 4), respectively. In case E^ 0, then the new term ^n{k)¡<pik)yn{xll2)^{n{k)¡^k))xm log"1 x is negligible with respect to the terms x^/log x {j e E) and (for e > 0 sufficiently small) to the second member in Theorems 18, 19, 20, and 21, for 0 (=0fc(a, b))> 1/2. The method of Hardy and Littlewood [4] , is, presumably, applicable to any specific k, but could hardly be expected to give the general result for arbitrary k, because it depends in an essential way on the numerical values of the zeros of Lis, x), for all v (mod k). The result would follow, however, immediately, if one could infer from (8') and F/ 0, that Theorem 19 holds with the second member replaced by ± C(x)x8/log x, with lim*-.«, C(x)=+oo. In its turn, this last result would be an immediate consequence of the Conjecture 5. Let T={tn}, be any set with 0<tx<t2< ■ ■ ■ </"< • • -, and with counting function Wiy) = £liy\ogy);
then there exists a function C{x), monotonically increasing, with lim*_"o C(x)= +oo and with the following property: Let A(ct)=J™ C(x)(logx)"1x"'t'"1,2 dx; then, for every admissible triplet ik,a,b), the functions foix, a)-/0(x, b) ± C(x)x1,2/log x belong to the class Kh,T-15. Some particular cases. In view of the situation described in the preceding section, the following special results seem to be of interest. Let PX9:P be the set of p's that are zeros of exactly one function Lis, x). (All available evidence suggests that actually Px =P, but no proof exists.) Then ?W I Pi I XjSK with |pi| =mini)ePl {|p| | Lip, x/) = 0}. If x = X«o1>is a real character, the last factor equals 2; otherwise, it follows from xeK that min |x(a)_x(0)l ^2 sin in/<f>ik)). The condition C0 > nik)¡d>ik) of Corollary 26 will, therefore, hold, provided that there exists, for a real, nonprincipal character x, a zero px of Lis, x), not shared by any Lis, x') (x'^x)> and such that 2/^1 >«(&), or (12) |Pi| < 2/nik).
For a complex character x, it is necessary that there exists a zero px of Lis, x) not shared by any Lis, x') ix'^x) and such that 2 sin {nj(f>ik))l\px\> nik), or (12') |*| <(2M*)) sin (*/#*))• These results are formalized in the following Theorem 27. Let k be such that for all admissible triplets, ik, a, b)e Hx; if there exists a character x (mod A:) and a complex number p such that Lip, x) = 0, L(p, x') ¥= 0 for x'^X a"d such that also (12), respectively (12') holds, then, for all admissible triplets ik, a, b), the difference nix, a) -nix, b) changes signs on a Z-set.
